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Welcome to the  
next generation  
of hot tubs…



relieve the stresses of everyday life…

heal a sports injury…

soothe aching joints and sore muscles…

feel rested after a good night’s sleep…

Your American Whirlpool® hot tub has been 
designed for years of hydrotherapy and 

relaxation. The Northern Exposure® insulation 
system, steel frame and Doctor Designed Zone 

Therapy® seats are just a few of the exclusive 
features you will discover as you experience 

your new American Whirlpool hot tub.

Redesigned filter lid

Illuminated coasters with brand icon 

Cascade jets

Branded footwell

Comfort Collar pillows

Ergonomic control valves

Stainless steel branding

SmartTouch 2 control
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The ultimate hot tub
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Steel structure 
The Steel Sub-Structure has the highest strength to 
weight ratio of any building material available. The
streel frame provides greater structural integrity 
than wood, as well as superior corrosion protection 
for a much longer life. 

Unlike wood, steel is dimensionally stable. It will 
not expand or contract with moisture, which over 
time can damage the spa’s exterior. Sturdy and 
built to last, the inorganic properties will never rot, 
warp, split or crack and eliminate worries of animal 
infestation or termite damage. Stronger, more 
durable, and ideal for the environment.

Only on 400/800 series 

ABS sealed base 
The ABS Sealed Base is an integral part of the 
support structure in every American Whirlpool hot 
tub. The one-piece construction provides a rugged 
foundation that seals the bottom of the spa, locking 
in heat and sealing out moisture.

Insulating Cover 
Amican Whirlpool’s premium grade insulating 
covers contain a unique copper lining, removable 
heat sealing pillows to vent excess heat off in the 
summer and a tailored fit to keep the heat in when 
cooler. The cover also acts as an important safety 
barrier to the spa.

Ultra quiet 
The same insulation that makes an American 
Whirlpool hot tub energy efficient also aids in it’s 
ultra quiet operation. Sound energy is trapped and 
deadened inside the hot tub by the insulation sound 
barrier. Quiet operation is essential to ensure a 
peaceful relaxing experience wherever your hot tub 
is situated.

Filtration  
mode (Dba)

Full speed  
(Dba) 60 56

70605040302010Decibels

41 40 

Appliance Grade™ 
Appliance grade means your spa is manufactured to 
the same levels of safety and quality as an other home 
appliance. 

The steel structure and Northern Exposure® insulation 
of our hot tubs allow for complete service of the entire 
structure and all mechanical parts. Your spa can be 
serviced in-situ and brought back to factory specifications 
for the lifetime you own it. 

Many spas are foam filled, constructed using spray/
aresol urethanes used as a structural agent supporting 
seats and panels in the absence of a load bearing 
frame. Conventional foam-filled spas are extremely hard 
to service as urethane is laborious to remove. Spas are 
often damaged in the process making it very costly to 
bring them back to factory specifications.

An American Whirlpool spa is the obvious choice for a 
lifetime of worry-free fun.

Northern Exposure® Insulation 
Northern Exposure is the ultimate three layer patent 
pending hot tub insulation system. All four sides of the 
spa, plus the floor and cover are lined with reflective 
copper material to reflect radiant heat energy generated 
from the pumps back into the spa. Heat is absorbed 
back into the plumbing, helping raise and maintain 
water temperature. Finally the entire exterior of the hot 
tub is wrapped in 3M Thinsulate™ Insulation, ensuring 
energy created by the spa stays in the spa for more 
efficient heating and lower energy costs.

The BlueMaxx layer is composed of recycled cotton fibres 
that are mould, mildew and rodent retardant. Flame 
tested to 5000 degrees and ‘Green builder’ approved.

Lifetime steel structure warranty 
Our steel structure carries a lifetime warranty. This means for the lifetime of your 
ownership you can feel secure knowing any component of the structural frame will be 
replaced or fixed to factory specifications.

Lifetime insulation warranty 
Our insulation system is warranted to maintain the same insulation value as it had 
when first manufactured. The Appliance Grade construction allows a technician to 
service your entire spa and bring it back to factory specifications at home.

Galvanised steel frame

2m 4m

Reflective IR insulation

BlueMAAX Insulation

BlueMAAX Insulation

3M Thinsulate™

Radiant heat

Copper reflective shield

20cm
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Sound reference guide



Zone 1: Suboccipital
Trigger points in the area where the neck meets the  
back of the head is a common cause of headaches.  
The Comfort Collar® gently cradles your head while targeting this area.

Zone 2: Trapezius
Trigger points can contribute to pain across the shoulders, and upper back. An 
array of jets target these sensitive areas, providing an improvement in blood 
circulation  
and gently dissolving away the feeling of tension.

Zone 3: Paraspinal
Increased tension in the back muscles on either side  
of the spine can be linked to many medical conditions. An effective combination of 
jets provides soothing stimulation for incredible full body relief.

Zone 4: Lumbosacral
Aching lower back pain is something most of us will experience. Back pain is 
linked to excess tension in muscular trigger points in the lower back. The swirling 
motion of the jets provides a massage to the lower back to loosen your knots of 
tension and bring relaxing relief.

Zone 5: Gluteal
Sitting can lead to increased tension in muscular trigger points surrounding 
the hips and upper thighs. Jets positioned at the sides of the seat bring you a 
stimulating massage to dissolve tension in these muscles.

Zone 6: Foot Relief Zone® 
Many important nerve endings in the feet  connect to all parts of your body. Sore 
and tired feet can affect how we feel all over. The ingenious Foot Relief Zone 
targets the upper and lower parts of the feet with streams of water that provide a 
complete massage for relaxation throughout the body.

Doctor Designed Zone Therapy® 

More jets don’t necessarily mean a more effective 
massage. Our strategically positioned jets target 
specific pain zones that contain muscular trigger 
points. Precisely locating the correct size jet and 
massaging action where they are most effective is 
key to relieving pain and stiffness throughout the 
entire body. The Zone Therapy concept has been 
designed by medical specialists in the fields of 
physical rehabilitation and massage therapy.
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TheraMAAX®Jets 
The TheraMAAX Jet design maximises 
performance and improves the massaging 
action. The three spoke stainless steel 
escutcheon provides a textured landing for 
your fingers. This natural shape and position 
of the landing area makes it easy to adjust the 
power of the jet.



To have the ultimate massage 
 you have to create a seat that fits…
Dr. Salinky

Comfort Collar® 

This unique reverse moulded  cushion supports your 
neck, gently cradling your head while adjustable 
cyclone jets massage neck and shoulder muscles. 

X-Series Collar
The convenient X-series option replaces the Comfort 
Collar® and increases the seat size in the deep 
corner seat for physical freedom of movement  
and enhanced comfort for those who need it.  
Four strategically placed cluster jets provide a deep 
tissue neck massage to target pressure points, 
relieving tension.

Performance Seating™ 
American Whirlpool has the most comfortable spas 
in the industry. Each seat is designed to provide 
full body immersion for comfort and superior jet 
performance. The shape and dimensions of each 
seat are designed to the curvature of the spine which 
provides correct posture, reducing stress on your 
lower back. Designed by the designers of the Corvette 
interior, Mazda RX7 and F16 fighter plane seat, 
Design West.

Ergonomic controls 

Controls are designed for those who have restricted 
mobility and manipulation in their hands, maybe due 
to arthritis or similar.

The valve conforms to the palm of the hand and can 
be pushed open or closed without being manipulated 
directly by the fingers.

Comfort Collar



Crystal clear water 
The water maintenance of your hot tub is made easy with a complete four 
step cleaning system and dual sanitisation for superior cleaning. 

1.  The weir door breaks the water surface tension and traps debris.
2.  The first filter removes oil and ultra fine particles.
3.  The basket captures debris before filtering for easy removal.
4.  The 1000gpm spa filter allows the high flow intake  

of water to be cleaned and returned into the spa.

CleanZone™ 

The CleanZone water purification system is a cartridge oxidizer that 
generates oxygen and cleans your spa water to automatically maintain 
healthy, crystal clear water while greatly reducing chemical maintenance. 

CleanZone™ Ultra 
This dual sanitisation system uses the power of UVC light and ozone - the 
same technology that is used to sanitise drinking water all over the world. 
CleanZone Ultra kills 99.9% of micro-organisms, bacteria, viruses and 
parasites. 

Fully Electronic 56 Frame Pump 
American Whirlpool hot tubs utilise Direct Drive 56 frame pumps. These 
are larger, and more powerful than the 48 frame motors found in most 
spas. Direct Drive technology eliminates mechanical switches allowing the 
pumps to run for a longer and more energy efficient life.

Powerworks® heater
The Powerworks heater features two durable solid state sensors that mount 
inside the heater manifold. These “Smart Sensors” accurately and reliably 
measure water temperature while monitoring critical water conditions 
without the possibility of failure due to mechanical switch malfunction.

Wier door

First filter

Basket

Filter cartridge



Everything you need for the perfect scene  
is available with the touch of a button…

Wifi connectivity 
American Whirlpool hot tubs now put your spa’s controls in the palm of 
your hand. Simply download the free app, sync to your home’s WiFi system 
and enjoy complete control. Preset temperature, set filter cycles to save 
money, or get it ready from the comfort of your home before heading out 
to enjoy a relaxing spa experience.

Bluetooth music 
State of the art Bluetooth technology puts the music at your fingertips. 
Enjoy your favourite artists and playlists anytime with this easy to use stereo 
system. Simply sync any Bluetooth compatible device and as you slip into 
the soothing waters enjoy your favorite artists.

Sound system 
When you choose the American Whirlpool sound system, sound will 
resonate through the water from the powerful subwoofer, which is 
integrated directly into your spa’s structure. The technology allows you to 
not only hear, but also feel your music.

SmartTouch 2 Control 
Easily control your hot tub with the powerful, easy to navigate SmartTouch 
2 topside control panel. Large animated buttons allow you to easily control 
the hot tub with the tap of your finger. Unlike most smart devices this 
control works even when wet.



Set the mood 
American Whirlpool hot tubs are available with a 
beautiful variety of water and light features. From the 
aurora cascade water fountains to the chromotherapy 
underwater lighting system, everything you need for the 
perfect scene is available with the touch of a button. 

Colours can bring about emotional reactions in the body 
by stimulating the optic nerve as well as nerves all over 
the body. Chromatherapy is often used in conjunction 
with hydrotherapy to heighten the effect. Set the colour for 
the perfect mood or turn on the soothing water features 
to help you drift off and forget the stresses of the day.

The chromatherapy seat is surrounded by 1" LED 
underwater lights that synchronise all the colours of the 
spectrum with the valves and waterfall lights to saturate 
the water with colour.

Illuminated massage controller 
The control valve is illuminated to work in harmony with 
the other lighting options. The ergonomic grip allows you 
to easily adjust the jet pressure as needed.

Illuminated coasters 
The illuminated drink holders turn into a visual piece of 
art that makes any evening special.

GREEN
Supports balance, 

harmony, love, 
communication, 
social, nature, 

acceptance

BLUE
Increases calmness, 
peace, love, honesty, 
kindness, truth, inner 

peace, emotional 
depth, devotion

PURPLE
Stimulates intuition, 

imagination, 
universal flow, 

meditation, artistic 
qualities

RED
Increases physical 

energy, vitality, 
stamina, grounding, 
spontenaity, stability, 

passion

ORANGE
Stimulates creativity, 

productivity, 
emotional expression, 

optimism,  
enthusiasm 

YELLOW
Increases fun, 

humour, lightness, 
personal power, 
intellect, logic, 

creativity

Bubble ypur troubles away…



• 18 stainless steel jets

• 1 x 2Hp dual speed pumps

• Balboa controls

• Copper Line Blue Maax® insulation

• DuraMAAX™ cabinet

• Multi-coloured LED light

• HDPE sealed base

• Ergonomic control valves

• 18 stainless steel jets

• 1 x 2Hp dual speed pumps

• Balboa controls

• Copper Line Blue Maax® insulation

• DuraMAAX™ cabinet

• Multi-coloured LED light

• HDPE sealed Base

• Ergonomic control valves

• 20 stainless steel jets

• 1 x 2Hp dual speed pumps

• Balboa controls

• Copper Line Blue Maax® insulation

• DuraMAAX™ cabinet

• Multi-coloured LED light

• HDPE sealed base

• Ergonomic control valves

• Backlit waterfall

x4

193 x 91cm high

757 litres

200kg 969kg

13 amp

x4

180 x 180 x 89cm

867 litres

200kg 1,065kg

13 amp

x3 x1

211 x 160 x 76cm

727 litres

195kg 1,099kg

13 amp

100 151 160

GREY MOCHA PECAN

100-200 series colours  
and controls
The hot tubs in the 100 and 200 series are finished in  
an attractive interior made from continuous cast acrylic. 
The hard, non-porous surface resists stains, fading, 
scratches and chemical abuse are available in the 
following colours:

GLACIER MOUNTAIN SILVER MARBLE

MIDNIGHT CANYON GYPSUM

STORM CLOUDS TUSCAN SUN

PACIFIC RIM SAHARA

DuraMAAX® cabinets



• 23 stainless steel jets

• 1 x 3Hp dual speed pumps

• Balboa controls

• Copper Line Blue Maax® insulation

• DuraMAAX™ cabinet

• Multi-coloured LED light

• Ergonomic control valves

• Ozone purification

• Backlit fountains

• ABS sealed base

OPTIONAL FEATURE: 

Bluetooth music system

• 46 stainless steel jets

• 2 x 3Hp dual speed pumps

• Balboa controls

• Copper Line Blue Maax® insulation

• DuraMAAX™ cabinet

• Multi-coloured LED light

• Ergonomic control valves

• Ozone purification

• Backlit fountains

• ABS sealed base

• Bluetooth music system

• 24 stainless steel jets

• 1 x 3Hp dual speed pumps

• Balboa controls

• Copper Line Blue Maax® insulation

• DuraMAAX™ cabinet

• Multi-coloured LED light

• Ergonomic control valves

• Ozone purification

• Backlit fountains

• ABS sealed base

OPTIONAL FEATURE: 

Bluetooth music system

x4

211 x 160 x 84cm

916 litres

321kg 1,233kg

16 amp

6-7

211 x 211 x 91cm

1,378 litres

318kg 1,771kg

32 amp

x2-3 x1

183 x 183 x 84cm

916 litres

197kg 1,744kg

13 amp



• 40 stainless steel jets

• 2 x 2Hp dual speed pumps

• Balboa controls

• Copper Line Blue Maax® insulation

• DuraMAAX™ cabinet

• Multi-coloured LED light

• HDPE sealed base

• Ergonomic control valves

• Backlit waterfall

x6 x1

211 x 211 x 89cm

1,272 litres

313kg 1,744kg

32 amp

171 250 261 270



• 46 stainless steel jets

• 2 x 3Hp dual speed pumps

• Balboa controls

• Copper Line Blue Maax® insulation

• DuraMAAX™ cabinet

• Multi-coloured LED light

• Ergonomic control valves

• Ozone purification

• Backlit fountains

• ABS sealed base

• Bluetooth music system

• 44 stainless steel jets

• 2 x 3Hp dual speed pumps

• Balboa controls

• Copper Line Blue Maax® insulation

• DuraMAAX™ cabinet

• Multi-coloured LED light

• Ergonomic control valves

• Ozone purification

• Backlit fountains

• ABS sealed base

• Bluetooth music system

• 44 stainless steel jets

• 2 x 3Hp dual speed pumps

• Balboa controls

• Copper Line Blue Maax® insulation

• DuraMAAX™ cabinet

• Multi-coloured LED light

• Ergonomic control valves

• Ozone purification

• Backlit fountains

• ABS sealed base

• Bluetooth music system

7-8

234 x 234 x 91cm

1,643 litres

351kg 2,135kg

32 amp

x5 x2

234 x 234 x 91cm

1,545 litres

450kg 1,985kg

32 amp

x6 x1

234 x 234 x 91cm

1,665 litres 

348kg 2,155kg

32 amp

  

• 44 stainless steel jets

• 2 x 3Hp dual speed pumps

• Balboa controls

• Copper Line Blue Maax® insulation

• DuraMAAX™ cabinet

• Multi-coloured LED light

• ABS sealed base

• Ergonomic control valves

• Backlit waterfall

• Ozone purification

• Bluetooth music system

x6 x1

211 x 211 x 91cm

1,416 litres

304kg 1,757kg

32 amp



271 280 281 282



400-800 series colours and controls 
The hot tubs in the 400 and 800 series are finished in an attractive interior made from 
continuous cast acrylic. This is superior to Ethelyene “soft plastic” surfaces. The hard, 
non-porous surface resists stains, fading, scratches and chemical abuse. With the 
look of granite, pearl or metalescence, the extremely rugged and durable finish offers 
beauty and peace of mind.

DuraMAAX® cabinet 
DuraMAAX is a state of the art wood-alternative material that has the look and feel of 
natural wood, without the maintenance. This material is impact resistant, impervious 
to weather or insect damage and will never splinter, crack or rot. The attractive exterior 
locks in heat and seals out cold air providing a beautiful look and feel.

Status indicator light 
Check the status of your hot tub at a glance without even 
lifting the cover. The coloured lights indicate anything 
from normal status to service is required.

GLACIER MOUNTAIN 

RESORT GREY

STORM CLOUDSSILVER MARBLE

TUSCAN SUNMIDNIGHT CANYON

PACIFIC RIM

PECAN RIDGE

GYPSUM

MODERN MOCHA

SAHARA
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SmartTouch 2 control
Easily control your hot tub with the tap of your finger. 
This powerful, easy to navigate topside control panel has 
large animated buttons and will even work when wet.



• 28 stainless steel jets

• 2 x 3Hp dual speed pumps

• Balboa SmartTouch controls

• Northern Exposure® insulation

• DuraMAAX™ cabinet

• Multi-coloured LED light

• Ergonomic control valves

• Ozone purification

• Backlit fountains

• ABS sealed base

• WiFi connectivity

• Steel frame construction

• Bluetooth music system

• Pedestal lighting

• LED coasters

OPTIONAL FEATURE: 

• UV purification

• 29 stainless steel jets

• 1 x 3Hp dual speed pumps

• Balboa SmartTouch controls

• Northern Exposure® insulation

• DuraMAAX™ cabinet

• Multi-coloured LED light

• Ergonomic control valves

• Ozone purification

• Backlit fountains

• ABS sealed base

• WiFi connectivity

• Steel frame construction

• LED coasters

OPTIONAL FEATURE: 

• UV purification

x5 x1

198 x 198 x 89cm

965 litres

270kg 1,359kg

32 amp

x3 x1

206 x 163 x 79cm

700 litres

274kg 971kg

13 amp



451 461



• 49 stainless steel jets

• 2 x 3Hp dual speed pumps

• Balboa SmartTouch controls

• Northern Exposure® insulation

• DuraMAAX™ cabinet

• Multi-coloured LED light

• Ergonomic control valves

• Ozone purification

• Backlit fountains

• ABS sealed base

• WiFi connectivity

• Steel frame construction

• Bluetooth music system

• Pedestal lighting

• LED coasters

OPTIONAL FEATURE: 

• UV purification

• 48 stainless steel jets

• 2 x 3Hp dual speed pumps

• Balboa SmartTouch controls

• Northern Exposure® insulation

• DuraMAAX™ cabinet

• Multi-coloured LED light

• Ergonomic control valves

• Ozone purification

• Backlit fountains

• ABS sealed base

• WiFi connectivity

• Steel frame construction

• Bluetooth music system

• Pedestal lighting

• LED coasters

OPTIONAL FEATURE: 

• UV purification

x6 x1

224 x 224 x 89cm

1,306 litres

372kg 1,672kg

32 amp

x7

224 x 224 x 89cm

1,120 litres

329kg 1,762kg

32 amp



470 471



• 53 stainless steel jets

• 2 x 3Hp dual speed pumps

• Balboa SmartTouch controls

• Northern Exposure® insulation

• DuraMAAX™ cabinet

• Multi-coloured LED light

• Ergonomic control valves

• Ozone purification

• Backlit fountains

• ABS sealed base

• WiFi connectivity

• Steel frame construction

• Bluetooth music system

• Pedestal lighting

• LED coasters

OPTIONAL FEATURE: 

• UV purification

• 47 stainless steel jets

• 2 x 3Hp dual speed pumps

• Balboa SmartTouch controls

• Northern Exposure® insulation

• DuraMAAX™ cabinet

• Multi-coloured LED light

• Ergonomic control valves

• Ozone purification

• Backlit fountains

• ABS sealed base

• WiFi connectivity

• Steel frame construction

• Bluetooth music system

• Pedestal lighting

• LED coasters

OPTIONAL FEATURE: 

• UV purification

x7

232 x 232 x 97cm

1,329 litres

356kg 1,935kg

32 amp

x5 x2

224 x 224 x 89cm

1,314 litres

329kg 1,817kg

32 amp



472 480



• 75 stainless steel jets

• 3 x 3Hp dual speed pumps

• Balboa SmartTouch controls

• Northern Exposure® insulation

• DuraMAAX™ cabinet

• Multi-coloured LED light

• Ergonomic control valves

• Ozone purification

• Backlit fountains

• ABS sealed base

• WiFi connectivity

• Steel frame construction

• Bluetooth music system

• LED coasters

• UV purification

• 52 stainless steel jets

• 2 x 3Hp dual speed pumps

• Balboa SmartTouch controls

• Northern Exposure® insulation

• DuraMAAX™ cabinet

• Multi-coloured LED light

• Ergonomic control valves

• Ozone purification

• Backlit fountains

• ABS sealed base

• WiFi connectivity

• Steel frame construction

• Bluetooth music system

• Pedestal lighting

• LED coasters

OPTIONAL FEATURE: 

• UV purification

x6 x1

234 x 234 x 97cm

1,563 litres

367kg 2,043kg

32 amp

x6 x 1

232 x 232 x 97cm

1,578 litres

425kg 1,997kg

32 amp



481 881



• 84 stainless steel jets

• 3 x 3Hp dual speed pumps

• Balboa SmartTouch controls

• Northern Exposure® insulation

• DuraMAAX™ cabinet

• Multi-coloured LED light

• Ergonomic control valves

• Ozone purification

• Backlit fountains

• ABS sealed base

• WiFi connectivity

• Steel frame construction

• Bluetooth music system

• LED coasters

• UV purification

• 78 stainless steel jets

• 3 x 3Hp dual speed pumps

• Balboa SmartTouch controls

• Northern Exposure® insulation

• DuraMAAX™ cabinet

• Multi-coloured LED light

• Ergonomic control valves

• Ozone purification

• Backlit fountains

• ABS sealed base

• WiFi connectivity

• Steel frame construction

• Bluetooth music system

• LED coasters 

• UV purification

x9 x2

338 x 231 x 97cm

2,703 litres

465kg 3,360kg

32 amp

x6

254 x 234 x 97cm

1,779 litres

408kg 2,498kg

32 amp



890 982



100 151 160 171 250 261 270 271 280 281 282 451 461 470 471 472 480 481 881 890 982

Seats 4 3 4 6 4 2-3 6-7 6 7-8 6 5 3 5 7 6 5 7 6 6 6 9

Capacity (litres) 757 727 867 1,272 916 916 1,378 1,416 1,643 1,665 1,545 700 965 1,120 1,306 1,314 1,329 1,578 1,563 1,779 2,703

Dry weight (kg) 200 195 200 313 321 197 318 304 351 348 450 274 270 329 372 329 356 425 367 408 465

Wet weight (kg) 969 1,099 1,065 1,744 1,233 1,022 1,771 1,757 2,135 2,155 1,985 971 1,359 1,762 1,672 1,817 1,935 1,997 2,043 2,498 3,360

Power (amps) 13 13 13 32 13 13 32 32 32 32 32 13 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32

Jets 18 20 16 40 23 24 46 44 46 44 44 29 28 48 49 47 53 52 75 78 84

Dual speed pumps 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3

Balboa controls           

Balboa SmartTouch controls          

Copper Line Blue Maax® insulation                     

Northern Exposure® insulation           

DuraMAAX™ cabinet                     

Multi-coloured LED light                     

Ergonomic control valves                     

Ozone purification                 

Backlit waterfall 

Backlit fountains                 

First filter          

CleanZone Ultra Optional Optional Optional Optional Optional Optional Optional Optional Optional Optional Optional Optional Optional Optional

HDPE sealed base    

ABS sealed base                 

WiFi connectivity          

Steel frame construction          

Bluetooth music system Optional Optional              

Pedestal lighting       

LED coasters          

UV purification Optional Optional Optional Optional Optional Optional Optional   

American Whirlpool offers an entire line of models to personalise your spa experience 
and fit into any outdoor space…



Swim, train and relax…  
all year round 
Swimming has long been known as the 
ultimate zero-impact exercise. PowerPool® 
employs two different water propulsion 
systems that work in concert with its open 
floor plan design; choose a multi jet deep 
stream for exercise or the MAAX® Force 
swim system for the ultimate endless current 
swimming experience. When you are finished 
working out, sit back and relax to improve 
muscle recovery and enjoy a complete spa 
experience. 

A wide variety of aerobic exercises are 
possible in a PowerPool. Aqua jogging 
is especially effective as the deep water 
neutralises the effects of gravity while 
increasing resistance for an amazing low 
impact workout. You can also attach aquatic 
exercise equipment that features modern 
resistance band technology to perform a 
complete toning program.

Maxx Force jet propulsion 
swim system 
The MAAX Force jet propulsion system uses 
proprietary ‘anti-turbulence’ technology to 
boost and smooth the swim stream creating a 
powerful, smooth, variable jet stream that is 
completely adjustable and designed to allow 
you to swim at your individual fitness level.
Jet propulsion has advantages over propellers 
or paddles when creating a better swim 
stream. It is over 30” wide and easily 
produces a powerful swimming experience. 
You can also turn on the hydrotherapy mode 
to add air for a massage while you work out 
in the jet stream.



• 3 x 3Hp dual speed pumps

• 6 x turbo swim jets

• 69 hydrotherapy jets

• Balboa SmartTouch controls

• WiFi connectivity

• Bluetooth music system

• 150w Subwoofer

• Steel frame construction

• Status light indicator

• Northern Exposure™ insulation

• DuraMAAX™ cabinet

• Multi-coloured LED light

• 4 x backlit fountains

• ABS sealed base

OPTIONAL FEATURE: 
• UV & ozone purification

• 4 x 3Hp dual speed pumps

• 3 x MaaxForce swim jets

• 25 hydrotherapy jets

• Balboa SmartTouch controls

• WiFi connectivity

• Bluetooth music system

• 150w Subwoofer

• Steel frame construction

• Status light indicator

• Northern Exposure™ insulation

• DuraMAAX™ cabinet

• Multi-coloured LED light

• 4 x backlit fountains

• ABS sealed base

OPTIONAL FEATURE: 

• UV & ozone purification

x7 

366 x 228 x 127cm

5,968 litres

998kg 6,717kg

32 amp

x3

482 x 228 x 155cm

7,192 litre

1,361kg 7,161kg

40 amp
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• RB4: 2 x 3Hp dual speed pumps

• MB4: 3 x 3Hp dual speed pumps

• 2 x MaaxForce swim jets

• 19 hydrotherapy jets

• Balboa SmartTouch controls

• WiFi connectivity

• Bluetooth music system

• 150w subwoofer

• Steel frame construction

• Status light indicator

• Northern Exposure™ insulation

• DuraMAAX™ cabinet

• Multi-coloured LED light

• 6 x backlit fountains

• ABS sealed base

OPTIONAL FEATURE: 

• UV & ozone purification

• RL4: 2 x 3Hp dual speed pumps

• ML4: 3 x 3Hp dual speed pumps

• 4 x turbo swim jets

• 19 hydrotherapy jets

• Balboa SmartTouch controls

• WiFi connectivity

• Bluetooth music system

• 150w subwoofer

• Steel frame construction

• Status light indicator

• Northern Exposure™ insulation

• DuraMAAX™ cabinet

• Multi-coloured LED light

• 6 x backlit fountains

• ABS sealed base

OPTIONAL FEATURE: 

• UV & ozone purification

x11 

427 x 228 x 127cm

4,353 litres

998kg 5,170kg

32 amp

x3

427 x 228 x 127cm

5,300 litre

907kg 5,987kg

32 amp
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• 4 x 3Hp dual speed pumps

• 2 x MaaxForce swim jets

• 31 hydrotherapy jets

• 5 person spa area

• Balboa SmartTouch controls

• WiFi Connectivity

• Bluetooth music system

• 150w subwoofer

• Steel frame construction

• Northern Exposure™ insulation

• DuraMAAX™ cabinet

• Multi-coloured LED light

• 6 x backlit fountains

• ABS sealed base

OPTIONAL FEATURE: 

• UV & ozone purification

x7

554 x 229 x 135cm

6,113 / 1,420 (spa) litre

1,361kg 8,879kg

40 amp



View demo videos online at 
covana.co.uk

Covana cover systems are more than just hot tub covers. They are completely 
automated spa covers providing maximum comfort, safety and intimacy while also 
saving you money on unnecessary water, heating bills and maintenance products.

LEGEND EVOLUTIONHORIZON

THE WORLD’S ONLY AUTOMATED SPA COVER

CREATIVE  
INNOVATION

ADDED SAFETY  
& CONTROL

ENHANCE YOUR  
WELL-BEING

OASIS
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